Gian Paolo Zuccarello Couture

Gian Paolo Zuccarello Couture is a brand founded by Gian Paolo Zuccarello in the year 2001 that
realizes weddings dresses and ceremony dresses. The dresses are all original and handmade and
is a referment in the Italian scenery. In his Boutique there are three collections: Haute Couture
bride, ceremony and prêt à couture. The stylistic research, the innovation combined with the
tradition and the Made in Italy are the elements that distinguish Zuccarello from many others.
In 2001 he opened his first atelier in the center
of Rome. His passion for fashion started when
he was young, in fact Gian Paolo helped his
grandmother to seam clothes in Siracusa. In
this way he started to learn the basic elements
of tailoring and the passion for fashion started
to grow. We can say that fashion is part of his
life and he decided to follow his instinct and as
a result his capabilities increased. Then he
transformed concretely this passion into a
career and decided to move from Sicily to
Milan to study at Marangoni. This is one of the
most important and prestigious Fashion
Institute in Italy that created many Italian
Fashion personalities from photographers, journalists to fashion designers. Only the name of the
school is not useful but must to be added to personal capacity, passion and want to get involved.
After the degree in Master Tailor he started to work for different Italian Haute Couture fashion
houses but only after four years he opened his personal atelier in which he created exclusive
wedding dresses and formal dresses. This was a very courageous choice because he left a concrete
and stable future to follow his idea and to carry out a different prospective into the fashion system.
Obviously without really knowing the consequences. Today there are two ateliers, one that is
situated in Rome in Via Calabria 25 and the other that is in Terlizzi (BA) in Via Giovenale 6. In
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each atelier we can find four different services: vegan shoes (shoes made with eco-compatible
materials, manufactured and processed in Italy, in whose production process are not involved in
any way derivatives of animal origin); accessories (the accessories, designed by the Stylist and
made by artisans in Rome, become ornament and decoration for sophisticated wedding dresses, a
great example of art and craftsmanship); natural textiles (dresses made entirely by hand, using
only and exclusively fabrics of natural fibers totally Made in Italy such as silk, linen and cotton)
and advisory service (the Stylist will help prepare the image for the big day, in full respect of the
personal tastes and needs). These different services reflect the core of the brand and the soul of
Gian Paolo Zuccarello. He transformed the idea and the process of the Haute Couture into a way
to realize dress for the most important day of a woman. For Gian Paolo the wedding dress is
thought as a high fashion dress but created to be worn for one day, we can find the same approach
and the same creation as for the Haute Couture. He creates every dress uniquely for each woman.
Gian Paolo, in fact, goes between his two ateliers to meet each client and to realize a dress that
reflects the personality and the taste of the bride. Generally, the stylist encounters the client three
times: the first encounter is the most important because he sees and acquirers information on the
habits of the person, so they talk not only about what type of dress they desirer but also about
themselves. This is fundamental because the stylist can’t show twenty different pieces but just
three or four, this is an indicator of a good work. It’s part of the sociology of fashion. The stylist
wants to know the needs of the bride, to realize the dress of her dreams. After the decision of the
model and material, the bride follows the evolution of the dress with one trial and only one week
before the wedding there is the final trial for eventual adjustments. On the wedding day Gian
Paolo takes the dress to the bride, personally, and helps her to get dressed. This is one of the
methods and is part of the personality of the stylist, which indicates his passion for his work, but
is also part of the new wat of living this ceremony. Now, we can see how this social ritual is
different from in the past. Many years ago, especially in the South of Italy, marriage was a very
important sacrament that was religiously felt in a way. Today who is getting married have specific
ideas and requests, they know what they want; this is better for the operators that work in the
system. The brides of today are more fashion conscious and interested, we can say that he
establishes a purely creative relationship, so the result is the addition between the knowledge and
the desire. The dress is the perfect synergy with the person who will wear it, also with all small
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but important details it is possible to create a product that combines the stylistic taste of the client
with the profession of the stylist. Each dress for Zuccarello is a unique piece. As he said, “each
dress keeps a feeling”. In the case that two dresses are the same model, made from the same
materials and the same decorations, they will never be identical because Zuccarello always adds
at least one small detail that makes
the products different. He does not
want to create two identical dresses
because it is in contrast with his
concept of fashion and the vision that
clothes

reflect

our

identity,

personality, physical and mental
characteristics. The clothes respect
the shape of the person and follow
the latest fashion trends, to be always
new and original without any kind of
repetition. An important topic for
Gian Paolo is the concept behind the
Haute Couture: the workmanship.
The fundamental aspect is the
process of production, to be a good
stylist you must know how to put
together each step of the creation because to kwon only how to design is not enough. The use
and the utility of the hands is part of the real artisan. Today there is a wrong idea that to be a
stylist is enough to have original and whimsical ideas. But the question is: If you do not know
the process while you realize it then how do you know it can be done? Without the knowledge
is difficult to introduce a change and innovation. The stylist can have the perfect team, but they
must interpret what he wants and at the same time the stylist must explain perfectly his idea. The
workmanship is the center of each project because it is the stylist that guides the modelers to
create what wants. For Zuccarello this is also important for another reason, if one worker is not
present the stylist can work and can be 100% functional in the place of the missing worker. The
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project does not come to a stop but goes on. Today it is very difficult to find artisans, especially
as young people tend to research and stride for more technological works. This is a sad reality of
our country that must change if we don’t want to lose our patrimony and our national richness.
As we know the Made in Italy was born and was developed thanks to the know-how, the tradition
and the heritage. The Label Made in Italy is something associated with the product that comes
from Italy, the cultural heritage and the history of Italy that added a set of values to the objects
and in this manner became part of an emotional experience and an event to remember. A
laboratory that expresses the plural identity, the multiple localities, the multiple sensibilities and
the multiple know-how that are part of the cultural and social environment. For all these reasons
the authenticity is fundamental. So, it is important to understand the role of Made in Italy, not
only for economic reasons but also for cultural reasons. Gian Paolo Zuccarello is an important
example of Made in Italy and an important example to follow. He is an expression of both
tradition and innovation, workmanship and creativity. I think that in order to keep this label
alive it is everyone's responsibility, producers and consumers. Especially in the world of today
where the globalization has changed the geography boundaries and the delocalization is realized
from the most companies. During the ‘90s many fashion companies started to produce in poor
countries, as China and Rumania, where the production was cheaper. This reality was permetted
by the Italian legislation that with the law 55/2010 allowed to identify as a Made in Italy: all the
products for which at least two processes of the production are carry out in Italy. Thus, it is very
difficult to find fashion brands that, as Gian Paolo Zuccarello Couture, produces entirely in our
country and tries to follow and respect the authenticity. In particular he doesn’t lose the quality
and aesthetics in exchange for quantity. This is to be admired as he becomes a hope for our fashion
industry. Our products and our tradition are admired from all over the world, many people buy
products with more enthusiasm only because it is realized in Italy, so we have the duty to preserve
all of this and make sure that we don’t lose it. It’s a difficult challenge, but especially we as Italians,
should have the courage to choose this type of work and to maintain this tradition, creating, as
Zuccarello does, unique products and with a lot of values added, depending from the wisdom of
the stylist. Unlike the multitude of clothes produced in series, often by underpaid workers,
without distinction and passion and going to increase the idea that the quantity and the seriality
are elements to follow in the fashion system. We can say that Gian Paolo Zuccarello, and even
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the other stylists that work in a different way on a more personal bases, can be added inside the
field of sustainable fashion. As for sustainability we intend: a management that respects the
workers, that pays attention to materials used, clarity and transparency towards the consumers,
truth about the place of production and a process of production that is slower paying attention to
all details.
An important aspect for Gian Paolo Zuccarello is the method of processing because through that
he realizes all the details of the clothes, he researches continuously new methods and procedures
inorder to propose dresses with distinctive elements. His work uses processes that combine the
tradition of the past or the tradition of a place in Italy with creativity and originality. The
importance of study and knowledge is fundamental to be able to do this. He tries to discover and
to find unexpected production, mixing even different sectors, behind each dress there is a specific
idea, and nothing is left to chance. All is sown by hand, without the use of machines, this is to
have more attention on the detail and not to break the materials that are fine and precious.
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In this first example we can see that the base is a gown in textile where the lace is created with a
particular technique. In fact, the lace is not sown but is continuous and it is mended onto the
base. This means that the dress will became a second skin for the person that will wear it, for
both the light materials and for the production that minimize the seams.

In this case we have the corset that is enterally dubbed in silk and cotton lace. Even in this case
the lace is completely hand-sewn without the use of sewing machines. The particularity of this
dress is that the flower decorations are realized from the same lace as the dress. So, the flowers
are not bought but are completely tailor-made. To create this 3D effect the lace is starched, cut
out and then recreated in 3D. Once finished these decorations are applied onto the gown to create
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a product in which every single element is realized and not bought and becoming in this way
unrepeatable.

Looking at the first dress, starting on the right, we have a very interesting idea that Zuccarello
managed to transform into a garment. The concept is, Time. A very contemporary and discussed
topic. In fact, many artists, creatives, philosophers from always talked about the time that passes
in front of us and of the consequences that it entails. All are agreed that we don’t lose time, but
we must seize the fleeting moment without postponing anything. Obviously, this idea is more
emphasized with the new Millennium and with this new world where the technology changed
our life and our way of life. Speed is the new winning feature especially because it has established
the idea that people haven’t got time and principally time to lose. This dress reflects the topic that
the time passes and creates change, the effect is visible on the garment and on people. So paraphs
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we should return to give it greater value. Zuccarello created the dress with the idea that the time
has consumed this dress. So, one half of the dress is completely realized with a transparent textile
while the second haldf is relized with pink satin. We can visually experience the concept behind
the garment thanks to the stylist that was able, with great skill and attention, to represent. This
gown requires patience and ability because the transparent material used is very light and it
sustains all the dress. Even this dress is decorated, as the previous one, with 3D flowers created
in the same way.

The pictures above represent another beautiful and sophisticated Zuccarello’s creation. In this
case the stylist started from the idea of nudity. Then he created the different elements to cover
the naked body, as we can see, there are two types of lace: one lace that is used to create the base
and the other lace that is used to cover the parts of the body. This latest lace is created with flower
decorations, crystals and feathers. Gian Paolo to express his idea that everything can be made by
hand, in this case, created the slots that are tubulars made with tulle.
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The result of all these choices is an evanescent cloth and the future woman that will wear it can
show the shapes of her body but without being vulgar. In fact, it is very difficult for the stylists
relate with the woman’s body and especially with the concept of nudity associated with it.
Always, when the woman ventures wearing sexy, transparent or low-cut dresses, she is judged,
and she is relegated into categories such as prostitute, escort or “easy woman”. The nudity or the
exposition of some parts of the body, it is immediately associated with the desire to expose and to
appear instead as something that is natural or part of the personality. Gian Paolo showed his skills
realizing a dress that, at the same time, expresses the sensuality and the beauty of the woman’s
body without vulgarity. This was possible using materiality, the attention to every single detail,
the combination of decorations, that created a sophisticated and elegant evening gown.

The stylist, in his research for new techniques to utilize into the fashion system, arrived in Puglia.
He took inspiration from the nets used by fishermen, he found two Apulian artisans that made
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this net. Obviously, this wasn’t simple, and he had some difficulties to find the artisans that
wanted to learn and to adapt this technique to fashion production. This is an old tradition, first
with a loom they symmetrically knotted the net and then they embroidered the interior with the
thread. It was a long process, even because these artisans were accustomed to creating net, so it
was difficult to understand the space and the measure of clothes. We can say that this is a process
specifically thought for Gian Paolo Zuccarello Couture and it is utilized only by him.

With the same method, it is created another evening dress. The dress is made by chiffon and this
net composes a miniskirt that is visible only when the woman walks, because the chiffon moves.

Another example of the abilities and the creativity of Gian Paolo is a dress characterized by the
handmade dubbing. The final effect must be an evanescent dress and to do this the stylist puts
upon a layer of printed organdie a layer of pure silk chiffon. Everything is sewn by hand instead
of being glued. We have a part of this production in the photo below.

Even the other elements of the wedding dress are realized with passion and with the same
attention. The bride veil is an important accessory that complete the total look for the most
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important day of a woman. So, it must be ideated as an integral and coordinated part of the
apparel. The bride veil represented in this picture is mended by hand and with this method there
is the union between veil and red lace. In the beginning the lace has been trimmed in four days,
then after the union with the veil the tulle excess part is removed. An artisan to realize a bride
veil, as this, employs six or seven working days. The use of the red color for a wedding dress is a
courage choice, because is a strong color and it is associated to passion, love, anger. The opposite
to the white that is associated to innocence, purity and candor. But, in this case, it was a specific
request of the bride.
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The evening dress, on the left, is another interesting
case of experimentation of techniques. The flower
decoration is hand painted, then the same painting was
modeled with irons becoming in this way the 3D
element that decorates the corset. Each single petal
was cutted, then it was modeled and in the end all
petals were interlocked with Swarovski.This is an
example how a flat painting becomes tridimensional,
this show us that there aren’t limits in the creation and
innovation process. This model of evening gown was
selected by two different clients but, according to the
Zuccarello’s philosophy, they will never be the same.
In fact, the stylist personalizes and changes something
in the dress and in this way the two dresses are unique
and not the same.

The material principally used, both for the wedding dress and for the evening gown, is the lace.
Zuccarello uses only lace that coming from Italy and France, they are the most precious. He
invents processes and methods in order to create his personal product, in this way every lace
becomes his. The lace is a delicate fabric made of yarn or thread in an open web like pattern,
made by machine or by hand. Originally linen, silk, gold, or silver threads were used. Now lace
is often made with cotton thread, although linen and silk threads are still available. Manufactured
lace may be made of synthetic fiber. A few modern artists make lace with a fine copper or silver
wire instead of thread. There are many types of lace, classified by how they are made. It is very
difficult to identify a specific day about the invention of the lace, but we know that it is seen for
the first time in the second half of the ‘500 in Venice and in the Flanders. Then this type of textile
has spread in France, England, Spain and Switzerland. During the ‘800 the lace becomes an
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exclusive of women’s clothing. It is a very sophisticated, regal, elegant and a romantic textile.
Zuccarello uses mainly cotton and silk lace, that are the most precious.

The price depends on the model of the dress and the materials that are used. The economic crisis
influenced also the price of the wedding dress and the evening gown, so it is diminished. In the
Zuccarello’s Atelier there is a good relationship between price and quality. His production is
based on the democratization, in fact he thinks that in the Atelier everything must be created so
the stylist can respect the needs of the customer. So, the dress can cost, there isn’t a specific price
but depending on the materials and on the manufacture. The most expensive wedding dress cost
13.000 euro and it requested ten hours of work for 30 days.

Since 2001 Gian Paolo Zuccarello is also artistic director of the prestigious fashion school "Ida
Ferri" founded in Rome in 1927 and is the coordinator of the course "techniques for making
wedding dresses".

Also, the Collections of Gian Paolo Zuccarello parade annually in “Roma Sposa”, finding very
success. “Roma Sposa” is the National Exhibition of Wedding and Ceremonial Gown, it is the
most important sector exhibition in Italy is aimed at an attentive and demanding target from all
over the country, presenting the widest and most up-to-date overview on the world of Wedding.
There are: 15 product sectors, 300 exhibitors, 23 parades and 1000 clothes on the catwalk.
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Conclusion
Gian Paolo Zuccarello perfectly represents the soul and the values of the Made in Italy. First of
all, because he entirely produces and realizes the products in our country. So, in his atelier we
can find clothes handmade and created from skilled craftsmen. Then an attention is given to the
materials that are used, as we have seen in the different examples, the textiles is always selected
and carefully chosen. The origin is 100% certified. The label putting in the garments certainly is
real and reflects the Gian Paolo’s fashion conscious. As we know, today for the Fashion Brands
are simpler to realize products and accessories in poor countries and find a Brand that accepts the
challenges to make in Italy it’s rare. This choice is fundamental to relaunch our country and our
economic market. Thanks to products ,as this of Gian Paolo Zuccarello, the Italian Fashion system
can acquire the credibility. Thanks to the commitment and passion of people like Zuccarello we
can feel proud of our country. The manuality and the know-how, how Gian Paolo underlines,
becomes central. In his Atelier everything is realized with the use of hands, without sewing
machines. I think this is a very strong position, it is a way to add values of the garments and to
add importance to the work of people. In this manner every clothe is a unique piece, it is
important, and it is precious. In contrast with the millions of garments produced by the Brands
of Fast Fashion, where attention and quality aren’t considered. So also, the slowness becomes an
important feature that acquire more value. Especially if weating means to wear the perfect dress.
Gian Paolo gives attention to every single procedure and details, from the choice of materials, the
creative process to the personal delivery of the dress. This is symbol of his passion and his love
for this type of job. As we have seen, he started to sew when he was young with her grandmother.
Fashion was part of his life and he decided to transform this world into a job. Obviously only the
passion is not enough but this must to be associated to study and dedication, what Gian Paolo did.
This is an important element in his idea, in fact he underlines the importance of the manuality
and the study of new techniques. Especially in the world of today where, in the fashion sector,
always or the most have been invented, the innovation is based on new materials and new
techniques. Gian Paolo does a skillful research of techniques going through different fields, from
fishing to painting, blurring the boundaries between different sectors. He discovers the tradition
creating a union between past and present. In fact, the old traditions are used to create
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contemporary and innovative clothes. It is this, the feature of the Zuccarello’s success and
affirmation in the national and global panorama. Obviously, we must remember that Zuccarello
Couture creates evening and wedding dresses. The wedding dress is a garment full of values and
symbols because it is worn during the most important day of a woman. This type of gown is
remembered for the entirely life. So, it requests attention and importance for every single
element. What Gian Paolo does. I have appreciated the democracy; Gian Paolo Couture doesn’t
relate Haute Couture to a high social class but to every woman. Everyone can wear the dress of
his dreams. Then I want to underline another important element, the collaboration with the
client. He doesn’t want to impose his idea or his artist ego, but he wants to capture the vision and
the need of the customer to realize the perfect garment. For all these reasons Gian Paolo is a
positive and real example in the scenario of the Made in Italy.
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